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INTRODUCTION

Volume III of The Fly Papers contains the contents of the blog “X-Cop Fly Company” from July 
2010 through December 2010.

This blog started in late June of 2009 under the name “Azz Pizz Institute”, and had a juvenile 
“NSFW humor” theme. The “Azz Pizz Institute” was a nickname I had previously used on Usenet 
newsgroups, and the blog was actually a subdomain of an archive of interesting files.

Initially I had chosen the name “DanQRules.com” for the domain, as my for-pay e-mail provider 
added Web hosting as a benefit, and I could not think of a suitable domain name.

Later on I recalled a situation from my childhood, 2nd grade (about 1992) in which the family 
computer was frequented by brown gnats. I nicknamed them “x-cop flies” for an unknown reason, 
likely deriving from the MS-DOS command “XCOPY” and/or a “boy's club” situation going on at 
school.

“XCopFly.com” was registered, as I began work on my next endeavor.

I decided to create a TI-Calculator development group, creating simple text-based programs for the 
TI-83+/84+(SE), which as a format would be similar to the old MS-DOS games I played in those 
days.

The blog for “The X-Cop Fly Company” would be the successor to the Azz Pizz Institute, with less 
of a focus on humor. The organization would be called The X-Cop Fly Company.

Nobody appeared to be interested in “joining”, as new calculator models from Texas Instruments 
were gaining acceptance, and I was unhappy with the constraints of TI-BASIC as well as legal 
actions taken by Texas Instruments under the guise of copyright protection.

So the X-Cop Fly Company became the name of my blog (as well as my alias). It now included not 
just humor, but current events, as well as a personal journal.

Unable to settle on a copyright policy, initially I blocked my blog from the Internet Archive and 
stayed silent on the issue. I had grown angry in the past with the Free Software Foundation and 
Creative Commons, and felt unsafe in the hands of their license agreements, as it was quickly 
becoming apparent from the 2006 GPLv3 that your work was irrevocably subject to the will of 
now-moneyed 501(c)3 nonprofits and their legal departments rather than the public at large.

On May 15, 2010, I then decided to do something rare – release most of what I could into the public 
domain. Later on I updated the site's “robots.txt” file to enable the Internet Archive's automatic 
spidering of my site.

In October 2010, however, I discovered that Creative Commons had instituted a waiver, entitled 
CC0, which not only waived the copyright but so-called “related rights” as well, and was not 
specific to US copyright law. If any of these rights could not be waived in any jurisdiction, a “public 
license fallback” existed which put the waivers in the format of a license. If this license wouldn't 
work, one would waive the right to sue over these issues.



I began applying the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication, rather than 
simply saying “public domain”, to the portions I would otherwise release into the public domain. I 
could not apply CC0 to material I previously released into the public domain, so I simply stated that 
the additional waivers applied, and if waiving the copyright was not possible at the time, the 
Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication would apply in its entirety.

At some point I decided it would be great to re-package these blog posts into a book, replacing all 
copyrighted material with brief summaries, and uploading the book to the Internet Archive.

I later decided to do this in “volumes” due to the amount of posts that had accumulated.

As I began work on the first volume, which would consist of all posts in 2009 (including the Azz 
Pizz Institute posts), I noticed something interesting – this was history. The worldwide economic 
crises of the past few years were frequently discussed as they happened, as well as the controversial 
past and background of President Barack Obama, the controversial seizures of various companies 
by Obama and his allies in Congress, regulatory measures such as “Obamacare”, the rise of the Tea 
Party movement, among other past and current events, including Hollywood trends and Internet 
fads. In addition, this was not just about history, but also culture – the spirit of the times. I would 
continue with Volume II, containing January 2010 through June 2010, released in January 2011. 
Volume III (this book) showcases indecision regarding the blog's direction, finally settling on the X-
Cop Fly Company becoming a journal/poem/rant-style blog toward the end of 2010, which (as of 
the date of this book's publication) is still the case.

This book contains all posts from the X-Cop Fly Company from the second half of 2010 (July 
through August) which have not been deleted as of the date of this publication. Material 
copyrighted by myself and others has been removed and replaced with summaries if needed 
(summaries are represented as this: [example]). As a copyrightable derivative work, I can dedicate 
this book in its entirety to the public domain according to the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal 
Public Domain Dedication. A copy of this waiver (public domain) is included at the end of this 
book. Note that the book makes frequent references to trademarks - these trademarks belong to their 
respective owners, who are not affiliated with this book or its author.

I hope this work proves itself enjoyable to many and will encourage further expansion of the public 
domain and a loosening of copyright laws and lessening of copyright terms around the world. I look 
forward to working on 2011 once the year starts coming to a close.

Daniel R. Quintiliani (a.k.a. “The X-Cop Fly Company”, f.k.a. “The Azz Pizz Institute”)
March 16, 2011



going to sc again in a few hours or so

2010-07-02 11:44:48 PM

[Two Blogthings quizzes suggest I'm classic, traditional, lonely, and independent]

In North Myrtle Beach right now

2010-07-04 3:22:06 PM

The ride was great, the beach is better. The GPS device in the car we rented spies on traffic around 
the country and gave us paths through country roads when it would avoid traffic. Morally and 
Constitutionally terrible, but helpful every now and then I guess. And the beach was great today.

[Blogthings quiz suggest I'm passionate, opinionated, and a revolutionary]

conservapedia is down...

2010-07-06 7:55:45 PM

the internet is weird here. and it's very hot. i hate laptops. At home it's 99 degrees but it never 
reached that here. i hate the taste of hard alcohol even though the entire country likes it. there is just 
no sugaring out that terrible medicine taste. i'm getting kinda bored too. i was up last night watching 
clips from various old movies and shows. i started watching "heavy metal 2000" for the first time 
but apparently part 2 was taken down due to nudity. it seemed kinda bad, bad meaning good, since 
it looks like an actual story unlike the first one which was bizarre. but i like the "bad"ness of the 
first movie. still, i'll probably rent it. netflix has the first one available for streaming, have to watch 
that tonight. got this neato souvenir keychain too

[Blogthings quiz suggests I'm reasonable, careful, streamlined, and financially savvy]

Tutorial: How Webmasters and Blog Owners Can Weaken  The Influence of Wikipedia

2010-07-06 10:27:27 PM

The easiest way to do this is to remove all references and links to Wikipedia from your site. I myself 
have just deleted various blog posts and modified others that mention or link to Wikipedia, and 
intend to avoid discussing the site in the future. 



Mentioning or linking to Wikipedia (or Wikimedia Commons, or any of their leecher sites, 
WAPedia, Answers.com, etc) on a Google-indexed Web site results in a higher position in Google 
search results for Wikipedia articles. 

This tutorial need not require a domain name - follow these tips on your Blogspot blog, Facebook 
entry, even the description field of the YouTube video you've just uploaded, to weaken the influence 
of this wannabe-Orwell bullied teenage reject narcissism fest on Google, Yahoo, and the minds of 
you and your children: 

1. Avoid mentioning the word "Wikipedia" (or "Wiki pedia" or something similar) in your articles.

2. Avoid linking to Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, WAPedia, Answers.com, etc. in your articles. 
For example, when linking the word Slackware Linux [link to official site], link to slackware.com 
[link to official site] rather than the Wikipedia entry for Slackware Linux. 

3. When I left Facebook, the "Likes" system was being centralized around Wikipedia articles. Use 
the unofficial Facebook "Like" pages instead of Facebook's Wikipedia-based ones, or use Facebook 
"Groups" instead. (I don't know if this is still possible.) 

4. Link to entries on Wikipedia alternatives like Conservapedia [link] , Anarchopedia [link] , 
Infoanarchy [link] , and Wikia-based wikis [link] .

5. Word of mouth

6. Create your own (intelligent) pages on the same subjects. Do not use Wikipedia's content. Be sure 
to make it as visible as possible (do not use noarchive, nocache, block via robots.txt, etc.) 

7. Don't visit Wikimedia Commons sites or Wikipedia leecher sites for any reason. Block them out 
in a filter if you have to. 

Even though you can't see the effects of your boycott, you individually are still making a very small 
effort, and you'll feel proud that you've done your part in protecting the minds of children and adults 
from this behemoth of junk. It's easy - there is nothing to lose, just follow the tips above (and invent 
your own) and keep your effort going!

conservapedia *isn't* down...

2010-07-07 4:38:10 PM

just crappy internet here. a few other sites weren't working, including portions of validator.w3.org 
[link] , though some of them are working today. totally messed up.



Funny Obama Jokes

2010-07-08 5:59:36 PM

From Lew Rockwell [link here and quoted jokes below] 

A nice hot day...

2010-07-08 6:25:38 PM

...and now it's time for rain.

Logged on to IRC...

2010-07-17 11:39:36 AM

It had been a while and I thought I'd do it. 
Logged on to my blog, it had been a while and I thought I'd do it. 

My vacation ended the 10th. It was OK, will probably enjoy it more next year.

[Blogthings quiz suggests I'm kind, open-minded, non-judgmental, fun, optimistic, and happy.]

Mmmm, tasty... [the personalities in this quiz were linked to pizza toppings, and mine was 
tomatoes]

I can't believe one of the funniest shows in TV history is coming back! [link – Beavis & Butthead]

Media 1.0 is just obvious about their propaganda at  this point.

2010-07-17 8:54:32 PM 

From the Washington Post [link]  a week ago:

[Quoted - the "news article" describes the utopia of a world without air conditioning, with graphic 
descriptions of siestas, less work, bike rides, and foliage on buildings]

And this is considered news. 



People are starting to wake up.

2010-07-20 4:03:30 PM

For at least 2-3 years, including on this blog, I have been pointing out the hypocrisy resulting from 
the commercialization of open-source software, including the FSF selling out to special interests, 
TPM in the Linux kernel, the NSA winning a "no-bid contract" of sort into the Linux kernel's 
remote attestation features, remote attestation in Linux at all, fine print in later versions of Creative 
Commons Share-Alike which allows them to relicense work under licenses the organization 
approves, open advocacy by the Linux kernel team of TPM-based hardware DRM for the 
Hollywood Mafia, etc. 

Pointing out the emperor has given a lap dance to special interests has resulted in things ranging 
from angry personal attacks to invented hacking reports to my ISP! But now, from talking to the 
same people, I think more and more people are starting to accept this as truth. It still doesn't have 
mainstream acceptance, but I have a feeling it will be. I believe that Slackware Linux and the 
similar operating system OpenBSD are currently the least tainted with espionage and corporate 
interests [important note: for updated information on this, see December 15, 2010 post entitled 
"OpenBSD Backdoor: Can Anyone Escape Impurity?", available in this book]. But Slackware 
Linux is still Linux, and OpenBSD isn't very supported, though I don't condone any corporate or 
government funding of any kind to OpenBSD, to maintain its purity and reputation.

I'm hoping that more people finally wake up and realize they have been ripped off and sold out by 
nonprofits which are no different than the corporate counterparts they supposedly oppose.

[Sifl & Olly Show skit]   (NSFW)  

2010-07-21 3:57:40 PM

A show I used to watch when I was little [Sifl and Olly. Quote above this sentence and video 
embedded below]

Except now this song is stuck in my head..[.]

2010-07-21 4:41:24 PM

[Sifl & Olly skit – video embedded here]



Join Obamacare Class Action Suit

2010-07-24 3:08:30 AM

Van Irion, a lawyer and Congressional candidate from Tennessee, recently began a class action suit 
[link]  to repeal the recently-passed Obamacare. 

There is more to Irion's case than just Obamacare - he is challenging several FDR-era Supreme 
Court rulings which have since given near unlimited powers to the federal government. For 
example, one of Obamacare's notable features is the requirement that all Americans purchase health 
insurance or pay a fine when the law takes effect. 

The lawsuit has received mainstream media coverage, including Fox News' Judge Napolitano and 
Greta Van Susteren [link to videos]. 

As of the date and time of this blog post listed above, 31,839 plaintiffs (this number includes both 
individuals and businesses) have joined the class. I joined many months ago, but now for 
verification purposes a donation of any amount is now needed ($10 is suggested, but lower is 
acceptable). 

Visit ObamacareClassAction.com to join the lawsuit [link]

Apple/AT&T "Copyright Infringement" Racket Finally Destroyed, Noncommercial  
Filmmakers Gain Additional Rights

2010-07-26 11:41:38 PM

The Electronic Frontier Foundation [link to EFF press release] finally succeeded at something: 

[Quotes from the press release. The rights restored include "jailbreaking" of cell phones to allow 
use of "unapproved" software and providers, as well circumvention of copy protection for  
noncommercial documentaries if necessary. 

More information from Crooks & Liars [link to blog article about this]

Three additional rights were also restored [link to article with additional information]: the right to 
break copy protection when needed to test videogames for security flaws, old or obsolete "software 
dongles", and (if no commercial solution exists) to make e-book readers more accessible to the 
disabled.



Spam, Spam, whatever happened to you?

2010-08-02 4:17:34 PM

It's terrible! When I was your age, I could just open a can and eat some. Tasted great, and I didn't 
have to worry about the size and shape of my penis with all the Herbal Viagra they put in it today. 
I'm tired of all those herbal preservatives messing with my pants. And you didn't need any designer 
watches or fancy pocketbooks to buy it, it was always real cheap and made a great snack. You didn't 
need to be wealthy enough to invest in the FOREX market - you'd just open a can and eat, even if 
your SEO marketing skills suck. Sure, you don't gain any weight from the sodium since they put in 
that Acai Berry stuff, but that terrible fruity aftertaste! You might say, "Pork and applesauce go, why 
not Acai berries?" But believe me, it's not the same - they just don't make Spam the way they used 
to. No risk of settling with the BSA over pirated software, no bad advice on how to get girls, just 
some great meat for lunch! No trips to Nigeria, no money laundering or Microsoft lottery tickets 
from the Netherlands required. Spam, Spam, whatever happened to you?

Morgan Freeman on Black History Month

2010-08-02 7:47:24 PM

While watching, also pay attention to how afraid interviewer Mike Wallace is to talk about this 
issue: 

[Video embedded here from the show "60 Minutes" shows Morgan Freeman describing how he 
finds Black History Month a silly idea, asking Wallace why there isn't a White History Month or a 
Jewish History Month (Wallace said he was Jewish). Freeman suggested that Black History was a 
part of American History and should not be limited to one month.]

(via Catholic & Enjoying It [link] )

Another Reason the Media Establishment Mocks & Oppo ses the Meaningful

2010-08-02 9:51:52 PM

I've always maintained that there is an agenda behind the media establishment's mocking and 
opposing faith, religion, family, and culture - that being the lacking created by promiscuous sex, 
abuse of drugs and alcohol, and other superficial phenomenon creates psychological voids in one's 
life, which can be temporarily "fixed" by buying the products in the commercials. Commercials 
have become fully integrated into the plots through product placement and embedded advertising 
[link to Consumerist article on this] - carefully engineering feelings of envy, lust, greed, boredom, 
and sadness over a fictitious happiness into a swipe of the credit card. 

Well now (actually in March) Wikileaks has revealed another reason [link to Wikileaks entry on the 
topic] - to enable abuse of power in government. Here are excerpts from a CIA document on 
propaganda operations [link to the document on Doxtop.com] to increase support for war in 
Afghanistan:



[There are more important things than copyright involved here so I've left out the quotes. Basically 
it stated that even though apathy could allow politicians to ignore their voters, it wasn't enough, 
and suggested propaganda on television news, specific to the markets in certain countries, in order  
to drum up support for war in Afghanistan. Suggested for Germany was a focus on drug and slave 
trafficking issues. Suggested for France was a focus on women's rights issues.]

Here is the Wikileaks page [link] , though the PDF file download seems to be down. You can read 
and download the PDF on Doxtop.com [link] .

It's been a long week...

2010-08-08 6:32:54 PM

Haven't had any new posts in almost a week. Here is what's going on in my life: 

1. Started going to Bingo at my local church two weeks ago. Last week I won 3 games. 

2. Went to a Tea Party march yesterday. I was surprised how many people honked and cheered for 
us on the street - it was in Monroe County, PA, traditionally Democratic. We had a cab driver stop 
by to disagree with us, maybe 1 other person, but everyone else in this Democratic county was on 
our side! Weird (in a good way)... 

3. Been having a lot of problems sleeping lately. I found out what was causing it - I had started 
playing some games on Yahoo, and you can be up all night with those. So I cut back wasting my 
time, and hopefully tonight will start sleeping right again. 

4. Also started using BOINC again. Now the software not only lets me limit CPU use, but suspend 
when something else uses the CPU. Currently running Enigma@home [link]  and OGR [link] . I will 
no longer use SETI as it strangely and quickly dismissed a potential alien communication. 

Damn there are like 3 gnats that hang out right around my computer right now. They're not going 
anywhere but flying in my eyes. Late at night, when the lights are off and I might log on to the 
computer, the three gnats fly right on the monitor 

Believe it or not the phrase "X-Cop Fly" has a similar origin. When I was in 2nd grade, there would 
be these brown gnats (much more than 3) that would fly around the family computer. The name 
probably derives from "XCOPY", as it was a 286 MS-DOS machine, or perhaps an incident in 
school regarding one of those "kids club" things 2nd graders do. In this case, my friend had a club 
called CPC ("Central Police Club" I think), and after loser kids like me weren't invited, I started my 
own NPC ("New Personal Club"). Didn't work of course, but it might have inspired the name of the 
gnats, and almost 20 years later, a booming dot com [laughing emoticon]



i know what we need, and it's not what they think.. .

2010-08-13 6:16:28 AM

the future, what is it? it's frightening because there really isn't a succeeding stage to look forward to. 
it gets me very upset and years ago i lost a job partly due to stress over it (there were other reasons, 
but that might have been all part of it). if you did things wrong back then, there are no opportunities 
but the next day at work. a friend told me that the issues in 2007 were due to a mixing of social and 
work life. my next job i kept that in mind. but to my emotional state it didnt matter. i cant be in 
quiet anymore without thinking bad things. this has severely damaged my faith as well, since 
church is generally quiet. i know i'm not alone in this, i've read other people in numerous situations 
like this. it's like socialism - a real hard time unless everyone is a socialist. but it's a rarity to find 
someone who isn't retired and who follows god or jesus christ.. you can always learn from your 
mistakes but when you can't re-apply them to the same groups of people because the situation 
doesnt exist. all i can think about is how many friends i upset in college and high school. but it's 
years later, college is expensive, jobs are not needed and the fact that i'm 26 and hangnig [sic] 
around 18-21 year olds would make me seem like a sicko to people. there were a few older people 
back then, one of whom was in our circle, but i could be wrong about other people, and the price tag 
isn't worth it either. everyone says the same thing, everyone has their problems, but nobody gets 
together and does anything about it. i know all this makes me sound like a hippie. but it's embracing 
that which matters, such as faith, family, friends, thinking about the world and questioning it instead 
of apathy and impulsive mechanical living, and getting together to do all this, is the way to stop this 
mess.

I think I'm going to start...

2010-08-17 10:08:42 AM

...concentrating more on current events now. 

I'll try not to whine as much as I did years ago on other blogs.

Interesting video on the NYC mosque

2010-08-18 12:39:55 PM

From Acts 17 Apologetics via YouTube [link] :

[Video embedded here discusses possible anti-Judeo-Christian and pro-Jihad motives in  
constructing the Cordoba House/Park 51 NYC mosque & community center]

See also: Act! for America's Stop the Mosque petition [link]  to Michael Bloomberg and New York 
officials. 99,622 have signed so far.



Once Again, Anti-Christian Hate

2010-08-19 5:56:06 PM

From Fox News [link] :

[Quotes from a news article describe failed attempts at obtaining funding and permits from the NY 
and NJ governments by the St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church. The original church building had 
been destroyed on 9/11. Just in time for the NYC mosque controversy, an attempted deal was 
canceled. George Demos, a Republican Congressional candidate at the time, wrote a letter to 
President Obama begging that he publicly take a stand in favor of America's Judeo-Christian 
values and assist the church rather than the mosque.]

Is The Mosque Catholic?

2010-08-20 3:18:31 PM

I had posted my blog post I made on Aug 18 [link] , which included a video and petition opposing 
construction of a mosque near the WTC, to several mailing lists and newsgroups I am on. It seems 
that more people agreed with construction than I thought. Most criticism comes from a Catholic 
Yahoo group [link to the page for the Yahoo group "Catholic Community"], where many claim 
"hate speech" and a violation of Jesus Christ's command to love your enemies. I watched the video 
several times, as did my family, and there was nothing "hateful" about it. Others felt it was 
discriminatory due to past violence by Christians not resulting in protest if a church was built in that 
area. 

Paleolibertarian anarcho-capitalist blogger Lew Rockwell supports the mosque on private property 
rights grounds [link] , and Catholic blogger Mark Shea compares the phenomenon to restrictions on 
protests against Planned Parenthood [link] .

Islam is a highly dangerous threat to the world right now. Material is being censored and people are 
dying simply by pointing out the negative portions of the religion [link to Wikileaks entry on the 
movie Fitna]. Past Christian violence was due to poor decision making by corrupt officials, and the 
spread of religion through force is not commanded anywhere in the Bible. God-sanctioned violence 
from the Jewish people in the Old Testament is often quoted in opposition to this - these are specific 
battles and are not a command for all Jews or Christians to spread the religion through force. 
Christian leaders frequently apologize for their past acts of violence, yet Islam refuses to apologize 
and continues their violence, following the Quran's command to spread theocracy. These verses still 
exist and regardless of whether the Muslim is peaceful or a terrorist, Allah in the Quran commands 
the spread of theocracy through violence [link to a list of related passages in the Quran, located at  
TheReligionOfPeace.com, a Web site reporting Muslim terrorist attacks and citing violent passages 
in the Quran].

I love my enemies, Muslim or not. I've known Muslims in college, had been friends with some, and 
they weren't my enemies at all. But I don't have to agree with them or support what they do. 

More people need to reject the political correctness and theft of culture the Left-wing Establishment 
forces on people and pay attention to what is going on [link to the front page of 
TheReligionOfPeace.com]



UPDATE: Here is a statement from Catholic New York Archbishop Timothy Dolan [link] , arguing 
for peaceful compromise, such as moving the mosque somewhere else. He cites an effort by JPII to 
move a convent which was near Auschwitz.

This aspect of health care in the US has been compl etely ignored, glad I'm not the  
only one to complain about this...

2010-08-20 11:09:40 PM

Referring to the inability to buy it [link to video of angry small businesswoman] and state barriers: 

[embedded video here]

(warning, loud and distorted audio)

Stone Temple Pilots: Yet Another Victim of Classic Rock Radio

2010-08-21 5:34:02 PM

I've mentioned previously on this blog the treatment of the band Bush [link]  based entirely upon 
their radio hits. 

Now it appears the same thing is occurring with STP.

[A thorough commentary, with biography, discography, links, and embedded videos, was present 
here.]

Having heard all these songs, go check out the reviews on Amazon for Stone Temple Pilots' new 
2010 self-titled release. All of the negative reviews say "This isn't Core or Purple", as if this was 
STP's third album released 10 years after being a one-hit wonder. 

To put it another way: as classic rock and modern rock radio have become merged over the past 5 or 
so years, too many songs were lost, reducing great careers into one-hit wonders. Pearl Jam for 
instance had dozens of releases on old modern/alternative rock stations. Less than 5-8 of them are 
played now.

Haven't done a blogthings in a while.

2010-08-25 7:27:48 PM

[Five quizzes from Blogthings suggest that I am young at heart, creative, rebellious, conceptual,  
mysterious, open-minded, political, love to debate, a dealmaker, and would make a great US 
Senator.]



WikiLeaks a puppet for future massive Internet regu lation?

2010-08-27 11:01:36 PM

From The Hill [link] :

[Quotes from a news article – Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor stated that Congress was 
working on proposing legislation to deal with the Wikileaks release of the Afghanistan war 
documents, and she also predicted a possible case at the Supreme Court]

When I read this, I recalled WikiLeaks' claim that the New York Times was involved [link] : 

(Click images for full size.)

[screenshot from the Wikileaks home page calling the New York Times a "media partner" in the 
release]

The New York Times has claimed involvement in the processing of these memos [link] :

[screenshot from a New York Times article which states that the New York Times engaged in data 
mining and verification efforts for about a month.]

Again, here is the statement from Justice Sotomayor: 

[see above]

Given that the New York Times has a strong left-wing bias, could this also be a pre-engineered 
vehicle by the Democratic Party to support a massive regulatory change in the Internet? 

Keep in mind recent lobbying efforts [link to Washington Times article] for a "Drudge tax" on blogs 
to subsidize the newspaper industry, as well as changes in "fair use" laws so as to require a 
"copyright license" to quote news material, and proposed propaganda efforts claiming the 
mainstream media is a "reputable" "public service". 

"The power to tax is the power to destroy" -McCullock v. Maryland, 1819 

X-Ray Spy Van

2010-08-28 9:23:28 PM

From Lew Rockwell [link] :

[Embedded video – a military contractor's advertisement for a high-tech surveillance vehicle,  
possibly carcinogenic to both the vehicle's drivers and to nearby unsuspecting victims. The 
company is still continuously shutting it down all over the Internet for "copyright infringement" as 
of the date of this book's publication.]



Lack of updates

2010-09-14 7:44:22 PM

Sorry for the lack of updates. A few weeks ago, I won a lot of 20 tapes off eBay, and I'm about 
halfway done backing them up to my computer, holding the seller off on a rating. So far all work 
and great music. The tapes are various obscure and popular 80s pop-metal and pop-rock bands, 
which I love collecting, even the newer stuff from Frontiers. 

Also, I took out Diablo and Diablo II after about 10 years. I don't think I ever or barely played 
Diablo II, but it's the only option now, being the latest (an expansion pack called "Lord of 
Destruction" came later, and Diablo III is on the way), and Diablo I has been rendered totally 
useless by hackers. (Diablo II has spamming issues but nothing too bad.) I was never a "gaming" 
type, but I forgot how fun these games were. 

So once these tapes are transferred I'll be back to blogging (and doing other things) more often.

The Ground Zero Mosque

2010-09-14 7:59:15 PM

In one of my previous posts regarding the Ground Zero mosque [link to August 20, 2010 post  
entitled "Is The Mosque Catholic?", available in this book], I mentioned Catholic blogger Mark 
Shea and his support and comparison to restricting protests against Planned Parenthood. 

Tonight, I left the following comment on his blog (entitled Catholic & Enjoying It [link] , which I 
also just added to my blogroll): 

"What's the difference between the mosque issue and, for example, allowing the 
construction of a Planned Parenthood facility next to an existing Catholic church? Would 
pro-choice protests outside the church disrupt Mass? Would the church facilities and Mass 
attendants be in danger of  violence, or held responsible for a violent parishioner? Would 
Planned Parenthood demand the convenience of renting the basement of a church next 
door?"

Something to think about.

Global Warm...I mean, Climate Change: Interesting s tory

2010-09-15 12:33:32 PM

From Science Magazine [link] :



[Quotes from article discuss a possible correlation between the unusual nature of Solar Cycle 24 
and the unusually-cold weather at the time, proposing the possibility of something similar to the 
Little Ice Age of the mid 1600s-early 1700s, which occurred under similar solar conditions.]

Funny Wi-Fi SSID

2010-09-15 2:03:34 PM 

From FAILblog [link] :

[Screenshot of nearby wireless routers, two of which have names complaining about a neighbor's  
annoying dog.]

Subliminal Message

2010-09-15 4:02:45 PM

From FAILblog [link] :

[Magnified image of a model in a clothing catalog shows a man's hand on her shoulder behind her 
hair. There is no man present or apparent in the picture, only a hand is visible.]

Separation of Church and State - only Christian chu rches, that is...

2010-09-18 1:43:46 AM

On a Wellesley, MA field trip, parents were tricked into having their kids pray at a mosque [link 
and embedded video below]

OK. I just have to blog this. It is just too funny.  (NSFW)

2010-09-18 2:00:24 AM

This epic fail picture came out the other day, and I just kept saying: "I shouldn't blog this. It's just 
too inappropriate." Well too bad. 

From FAILblog [link] :

[From Penn State, a sign asking students to stop masturbating in the showers due to plumbing 
problems.]



Some updates

2010-09-18 2:14:21 AM

Diablo II is getting tough. Any possibility of addiction is not coming true.

The shoutbox breaks the Cynthia Says compliance, so this page is no longer compliant with those 
standards and the button has been removed.

The tapes are all backed up. They rock.

Ahmadinejad and others claim that "capitalism" is d ying

2010-09-22 6:09:28 PM

This Reuters article [link]  features different terrorist and communist leaders commenting on 
capitalism to the UN. However, their comments are not about capitalism at all. 

Iran's terrorist president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad states the following about capitalism: 

[Ahmadenijad told the UN General Assembly that capitalism was dying, and suggesting a new, 
non-discriminatory, non-hegemonic, more democratic and just economic system, lacking 
international governing bodies, to fight poverty.]

[The statements above] are not capitalism. It is the linkage between government and business 
(Italian fascism [link to quote attributed to Mussolini in which he defines fascism as that linkage]) 
in which the wealthy control key institutions.

For example, NAFTA, WTO, the European Union, the UN, and the development of proposals such 
as "harmonizing" (forcing copyright laws to be exactly the same in all countries) and "the public's 
right to know" (shutting down non-government-sanctioned news sources) are anything but 
capitalist. Despite hijacking the economic concept of "free trade", which by definition means the 
absence of legislation and treaties, all require government legislation which is more friendly to 
corporations. This has nothing to do with free trade or capitalism, other than the pursuit of wealth. 

And if one views the varying link between effort and pay as "discriminatory", well then they're 
right. 

Bolivian President Evo Morales stated [that capitalism was harmful to the environment].

The claims that capitalism is bad for the environment is only true due to the fact that it is handled by 
legislation rather than the judicial system.

For example, a business-friendly environmental law from the EPA would create limits on releasing 
a pollutant. As this business would be following the law, a nearby neighborhood would be unable to 
challenge the sickness, except by trying to overturn the law in the federal court system (often a 
waste of time and money)



However, resorting to the judicial system would prevent this sort of intrusion and poisoning, forcing 
businesses to pay a fine and cease further activity in the region. As for out-of-court settlements, a 
parent would not be likely to sell out their dying children and relatives. 

See this example [link to a story and video about "fracking"] of a Pennsylvania town filled with 
exploding tap water and "methane fog", permitted due to a business-friendly federal environmental 
law which renders the state courts almost helpless. 

[The Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez stated his opposition to globalization and how it  
benefits the wealthy. Speakers from Venezuela and Nicaragua made similar statements.]

I assume this is referring to the pressuring of governments to accept pseudo-capitalist "free trade" 
treaties which force agribusiness/pharmaceutical-friendly patent laws, as well as the "nation-
building" of Afghanistan and Iraq (which is also not capitalist, as the link to self-defense from these 
countries is weak if any). See this article about an neocon-penned Iraqi law [link]  forcing farmers to 
use "registered" (Monsanto-friendly and sterile) seeds. 

If anything, capitalism is rising better than ever before, due to the use of the Internet to expose 
politicians' past activities, videotape fraudulent news reports, spread classified documents, weaken 
copyright protection, and dig up laws and treaties the media doesn't want you to know about and 
post them on blogs, as well as to organize protests and grassroots political campaigns. A past 
column from this blog [link to blog article entitled ""Blogs vs. Twitter & Facebook" Arguments, As 
Applied to the Bill of Rights", available in The Fly Papers: Volume II (2010, January through 
June)] describes this in detail.

This one's for Gen Y

2010-09-25 8:11:48 PM

[Embedded video: Twilight Zone episode "The Obsolete Man", features a totalitarian state in which 
people are declared "obsolete" by a judge and are taken away. Eventually the judge himself is  
declared "obsolete".]

Inflation Lesson from Ducktales

2010-09-26 3:47:42 PM

From the Mises Institute [link] . I remember them publishing this before but it's not on my blog. 

[Embedded video showing clips of a Ducktales episode, which explains hyperinflation in a very 
simple context.]



I left a comment on the Mises Institute blog, which states this:

What's great about this video is that inflation is not described merely as an increase in 
prices due to manipulation of the money supply, but the fact that money has lost its value.

Online Lottery Simulator - You Never Win!

2010-09-29 2:00:18 PM 

I have always been offended by lotteries. Unlike casinos, there is no "fun day out". Unlike 
fundraisers, there is no benefit for the needy. There are simply low-income people spending money 
every day, desperate to win millions of dollars, encouraged by a $5 or $10 every few months. 

Well, the Consumerist (a blog I haven't read in ages, it was just added to the blogroll) has linked to 
Cockeyed.com's "Incredibly Depressing Mega Millions Lottery Simulator" [link] . 

Here is the commentary from The Consumerist [link and quotes below]: 

Run the simulator [link]

Is This A Joke?

2010-09-30 4:54:03 PM

Sure sounds like one. 

From AP via the Repeal the 17th Amendment Blog [link] : 

[Quotes from article regarding the CALM Act, later signed into law, which regulates the loudness of  
commercials]

I think Congress is the real joke here.

Egyptian Cleric: Allah's Guide to "Honorable" Wife Beating

2010-10-05 11:54:52 AM

Egyptian TV broadcast, via MEMRI [link] :

[Egyptian cleric Sa'd Arafat discusses how Allah commands beating of wives who refuse to sleep 
with their husbands. According to Arafat, Allah gives a specific procedure for this, beginning with  
threatening the woman, and eventually specific methods of beating with a rod (not quoted on my 
blog in detail). Allah considers this procedure "honoring one's wife".]



Read the transcript here [link] , watch the video here [link]

Obama Exempting Corporations From Obamacare

2010-10-07 12:32:22 PM

Apparently President Obama has been encouraging companies to keep existing insurance plans 
[link] : 

[Discusses the Obama Administration's granting of "waivers" to companies regarding compliance 
with Obamacare. As of the date of the article, 30 companies had been exempted from Obamacare.]

If employers can continue to force the same crappy insurance benefits on us, Obamacare has simply 
become a mandate to purchase insurance if the employer doesn't offer it, and a crime if you refuse 
to pay a private company for a service you may not want. 

I strongly suggest you join the plaintiffs list of Liberty Legal Foundation [link] 's Obamacare Class 
Action lawsuit [link] .

"Virtual Goods" a $1.6 billion/year industry

2010-10-08 9:30:01 PM

Diane Medved at TownHall [link]  writes: 

[Quotes describe how buying bonus items for games like FarmVille and Mafia Wars has become a 
$1.6 billion/year industry, with 7-Eleven and Green Giant hopping aboard with gift certificates and 
the like. The author questioned why this had become a market, as the unemployment rate was 9.6% 
at the time the article was written.]

I'm not a current Facebook user, but have used it in the past, as well as other games which offer 
such real-money advancements. My reaction is simply this: I didn't think anyone actually bought  
anything. 

I also concur with Ms. Medved: [quote about how she would rather pursue life in the real world 
rather than life on the Internet.]

John Lennon Saying Something Unusual...

2010-10-09 6:36:32 PM

...given his support for communism: 



[Video from 1971: John and Yoko discuss overpopulation. John felt that it was a myth designed to  
distract the public from real issues, such as the Vietnam War]

(Yesterday would have been his 70th birthday. Via Lew Rockwell [link] .) 

[Quote from a song's lyrics. The song was from a So uth Park episode regarding  
plastic surgery, where one character had always wan ted to be a dolphin, and later in  
the episode had plastic surgery to become one.]

2010-10-12 2:54:35 PM 

First the pro-choice movement shifts the basis of law from the visible universe to a personal 
decision. Now you can decide your own gender - no surgery required! [link]

[A boy at North Dallas High School, who claimed he was a woman (he made himself look and act  
like one), complained about how he couldn't run for homecoming queen.]

Funny dream the other night

2010-10-20 10:07:32 PM

I decided to auction a Taco Bell meal on eBay. People were bidding for this Taco Bell meal, and 
when they won, I shipped them just that - an actual taco. Soon the FDA came in, seized my stuff 
and fined me heavily. Then the talking heads got involved and turned it into a debate over the free 
market. 

Here's something even more bizarre [link to video embedded below] from the New York 
gubernatorial debate: 

[Embedded video of Jimmy McMillan, who ran for governor of New York in 2010 under "The Rent  
Is Too Damn High Party". His answers to questions seemed to resemble an advertisement, with the 
name of his party as a slogan.]

And as the taco became a TV debate about free market economics in my dream, Sean Hannity is on 
right now debating rent control in light of this debate. It's actually great marketing, a catchy phrase 
– [the name of the party] You can go to the official Web site [link]  and buy [the name of the party] 
T-shirts. 

and here we are again...

2010-10-22 4:38:22 AM

one or the other



sitting on an idea that might be huge...

2010-10-22 4:42:16 AM

...at least to me.

also thinking of another one too.

Leah's First Phone Sex Call (NSFW)

2010-10-24 10:23:48 PM

WARNING: Everything in this post is highly NSFW, so much so that I need this separate 
warning message. 

I heard about this YouTube [link]  video from Urban Dictionary [link] 's chat room on Freenode 
[link] : 

[Embedded video. Leah takes her first phone sex call, who is a 400-pound man named Ralph with a 
fetish for taint and tossing salad. Leah does not know what either of those words mean, and looks 
them up on the Internet, falsely coming to the conclusion that tossing salad means simply "smelling 
someone's butt", making Ralph an unhappy consumer who hangs up on Leah.]

(via YouTube [link to video])

BTW that's not what the word means, it's more than just "smelling" [previous five words 
hyperlinked to Urban Dictionary definition for "tossing salad"]

A Ron Paul Halloween

2010-10-29 2:32:04 PM

(via Lew Rockwell [link] ) 

[Embedded video: A sped-up video of someone carving a jack-o-lantern with the face of Ron Paul.  
A speech by Ron Paul, later alongside classical music, makes up the audio portion of the video.]



Scott Joplin on Beer Bottles

2010-10-29 5:17:52 PM

(via Catholic & Enjoying It [link] ) 

[Embedded video: St. Luke's Bottle Band, playing Scott Joplin's Peacherine Rag on beer bottles.  
This musical group, consisting of people in strange costumes playing music on bottles, originates 
from St. Luke's Lutheran Church in Park Ridge, IL]

[Line from the cartoon "Family Guy", in which the p rotagonist is ripped off by  
choosing a "mystery" item over a boat.]

2010-10-29 5:26:35 PM

via Failblog [link] : 

[Image of a soda machine, which includes a taped-on label entitled "Mystery Can", alongside 
labels for popular sodas.]

[title of a song by a Jimmy-Buffet-like rock band n amed "Broken Glass"]

2010-10-29 9:52:09 PM

it's been a bad week. probably 20 years old and it finally went. i ordered a new one but it was pretty 
expensive. though i can afford more now that i'm not a kid anymore. it's been a real bad half week. 
and it's about to get worse this weekend. i think this is the only halloween i won't be happy. 
halloween is the only holiday that doesn't stress me out or piss me off. i hope this year's memory 
doesn't fuck up any other years. i'm still feelin' the ugliness of every january and february for the 
past decade (or more) every january and february of every new year. builds up, you know. 
sometimes it bleeds into march, april, may, even june. the weather is getting colder and all i can 
think of is "how do i get through to the other side?" better put, "how long will it take?" [sentence 
omitted due to copyright issues.] i can look forward to election day i guess, and my subsequent 
dentist appointment. (yes, the timing is perfect, both for the sugar and for the money.) i don't want 
my halloween ruined, i really don't. halloween is always the best, never the ugliest. actually i was 
laid off once around a halloween, damn it seems like the same damn year since i graduated college. 
no difference, no difference between 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, all the same. as will 2011 and 
probably even 2012, change isn't always the change you're looking for, or you might not even need 
it and wish it never happened. never changes. a woman who described her age as "ancient" laughed 
and told me i wasn't old for being 26. but it doesn't matter because there's no going back. ever. 
money, time, anything - all a waste of money, time, and everything. please, god, let me make it to 
halloween with a few ounces of happiness, at least the fake type of happiness i'm always terrible at 
putting on. i can always laugh. and when i do, it's tough to stop me. but i can never smile, and 
everyone can tell when i'm bullshitting about it. almost all those childhood pictures were a complete 
joke because the photographers would always give up on me at some point.  halloween, all saints, 
election day, dentist, please... maybe i can sleep better, ok? i just want a fun halloween and i want 



nothing to ruin it. this stuff is going to happen at least once per year or so, starting now, it can't 
break me, it's wrong and sick for it to, and i wouldn't dare stop it from happening. but it doesnt 
matter. i can just hang out and keep myself occupied until my eyes bleed and hands hurt, crashing to 
sleep at the last possible minute, and waking up thinking like i'm checking something off a list 

reminds me of jimmy buffett...

2010-10-29 9:57:33 PM

[the album cover for 1990's "A Fast Mean Game" by a band named Broken Glass suggested they 
might have been a hard rock/metal band. For this reason, there are many bad reviews on Internet  
metal/melodic rock/AOR sites, notably HeavyHarmonies.com.]

that doesn't mean it's bad though, it's actually pretty good 

here's something funny, if you need it...

2010-10-29 10:03:49 PM 

[Famous scene from "Ninja Terminator" (a Godfrey Ho cut-and-paste "ninja movie" from 1985) in 
which a talking toy robot delivers a "death threat" over a stolen statue. A telephone conversation,  
featuring B-movie actor Richard Harrison using a Garfield telephone, subsequently occurs between 
Harrison and the villain. As with all Godfrey Ho "ninja movies", these scenes were put together  
from various unrelated Asian movies, pasted together and poorly dubbed into English.]

Here's the whole thing

2010-10-30 8:29:44 PM

(To watch the video at a larger size or a full screen, click "Google Video"->"Go to Google Video") 

[Embedded from Google Video, the full movie "Ninja Terminator"]

I thought I was reading "The Onion" for a sec

2010-10-30 8:37:46 PM

An E! Online news story from early 2009 [link]  reports a bizarre lawsuit (which has since been 
settled out of court): 

[Rock star Marilyn Manson had been sued by a band member for embezzling money. Manson spent  
the money on all kinds of bizarre items, including baboons and skeletons of 4-year-old children.]



A happy ending...

2010-11-01 1:58:16 AM

I made it through, had a nice Halloween, and everything turned out OK.

[Title of Townhall article]

2010-11-02 12:52:07 AM

Via Townhall [link]

[Embedded video - at the 2010 Rally to Restore Sanity, several Democrats are asked if they think 
Obama is "Keynesian". All of them answer that Obama is American and has proven it. The video 
concludes with someone stating that she had confused the term "Keynesian" (as in Keynesian 
economics) with "Kenyan".]

Beefing up the "original material"...

2010-11-02 1:18:48 AM

I decided today to increase the "journal" portion of this site to a regular thing. The news and politics 
and funny pictures and videos won't go away, and there will still probably be more of those than 
journal entries, but I think it's a great way to add stuff to the public domain, whereas these videos 
and pictures and news clips are copyrighted by others. 

And that's what I'll do, under tags like "rant" and "journal". 

Woke up late and rushed to go somewhere. Had fun and came back. I'll of course be voting 
tomorrow (later today - it's 1 AM) and hopefully there'll be great turnout. I just hope the Tea Party 
movement keeps going, even after 2012 (when Obama will lose :) 

I honestly do not expect anything unusual from the upcoming Republican Congressmen and 
-women with regard to them being conservative or libertarian. Given that the neocons tainted 
Obama's radical socialism and opposition to war, you can bet they'll taint the Republicans again just 
as they did on 9/12/01. But we'll see. All we can do is wait. 

Think I'll watch some videos and then go to bed. I did wake up late but am still tired, probably 
cause I went to bed very late. I might listen to college radio too. I started listening again after years, 
seems to now be just as top-down and commoditized as Clear Channel rather than college kids 
filling time slots with whatever they want. Though it isn't always the case, there's some feeling still 
left. But I doubt it will continue, too much money and power involved.



Fun!

2010-11-04 3:50:03 PM

For once in my life, my vote actually counted - I was always too conservative for the rest of the 
state to have every candidate I vote for win, but not this time :D 

I've started taking this out from the depths of my computer [link to Pete's QBasic/QuickBasic Site] 
and who knows, maybe I'll actually finish something! 

I just saw last night's South Park. While you're dying to know who Mysterion is, when you find out 
you kinda feel bad. Oh well, we get what we deserved... [Link to a message board post (written by 
me) on the South Park foum, linking to a picture where I took a snapshot from the original episode 
and analyzed it, comparing it to Da Vinci's Last Supper and coming up with a proposal on the 
identity of the superhero Mysterion. I was of course wrong when this newer episode had aired.]

Dentist appointment wasn't so good. I had a fill-in for a hygenist who didn't know how the others 
generally did things, and I had to say stuff like "Usually we do this". But no cavities. Then I went 
and celebrated by buying clearance Halloween candy, it was a bag containing my favorites - that is, 
the sugary/fruit-flavored kind of candy (rather than the chocolate kind). I used to like chocolate a lot 
more when I was younger, but not the case anymore. 

Weather sucks today. Really sucks. Wanted to do something but no can do. Hope the dog doesn't 
bug me for a while. (Apparently he just did after I wrote that.)

Told you so...

2010-11-06 10:42:08 PM

I was right [link to "Beefing up the 'original material'..." blog entry from November 2nd, available 
in this book, in which I stated my distrust of Tea Party Republicans and predicted a continuance of  
the same neocon agenda] when I said they'd just keep the same Middle Eastern neocon garbage 
going [link to CNN article]: 

[Quotes from article here. Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) and others discuss potential sanctions on 
Iran.]

Just seeing if it can be done...

2010-11-09 4:37:35 AM

I have been playing with Cygwin for a while. I just installed irssi [link]  which is running right now 
connected to DALnet. 



It's late and I'm not asleep yet, but I don't have to go anywhere so I can have fun doing stuff like 
this. 

Anyway, the point of this post is to see if I can post something to xcopfly.com [link]  under elinks 
[link]  (an improved version of the text-based browser links). I'm sure it will work, but it might turn 
out differently than I think. (Probably not, I'll leave a comment under my usual Firefox browser 
when it's done.) 

The weather is starting to get cold, we got some ice yesterday, and lots of rain of course. But I had a 
good day, and currently a good night, watching videos, chatting, and compiling stuff on Cygwin. 

I think I'll go grab something to eat. Later!

Just seeing if it can be done...   [comment written by myself on above blog]  

2010-11-09 4:37:35 AM

(NOTE: This comment is dedicated to the public domain according to CC0 1.0 Universal.)

Cleaning spammer comments and posting this message apparently worked, but tags did not work. I 
will leave this message in its original form before I log in via Firefox.

The Indian Beatles

2010-11-09 11:08:24 PM

Via YouTube: 

[Embedded video: Indian band copying The Beatles]

Thoughts on funding of "cures" for psychiatric illn esses

2010-11-11 10:40:39 PM

(Slightly abridged from something I posted to Usenet earlier tonight)

We need to cut any and all government funding of public, private, nonprofit, and academic efforts 
researching "curing" mental illness, autism, retardation, etc. because there is a major conflict of 
interest issue. 

Unlike medication, which treats symptoms such as depression, anxiety, paranoia, attentiveness, etc., 
a "cure" implies that one's personality would be permanently altered for life, and in order to be 
defined as a "cure", it would have to be irreversible. 



This creates a major problem - what is the "normal" and "sane" personality? It could be the 
personality that does not suffer from delusions, is capable of full social interaction, knows what 
type of discussion is warranted and where, and functions well in the workplace - as most people 
view it today. But it can also be personalities that follow all laws, do not question authority, have a 
materialistic lifestyle which can easily be "sold to", someone who rejects or accepts God, the 
"tolerant" person. In other words, this could lead to an unexpected "standard" - a vulnerable, 
apathetic, and easily-manipulated person lacking free will, freedom of thought, and a free 
conscience. 

When taken to the unborn child, we can also be born "customized" to have the biggest breasts, the 
perfect weight, the Hollywood body, bodies suited for porn, bodies suited for advertising and 
modeling, voices well-suited for TV, music, and acting. Sound familiar? Yes, it could just as well be 
blond hair and blue eyes. Pricing would become tied to economic class and social status as 
prospective parents pay for the "perfect" body and mind - or have your child face social rejection 
and discrimination not unlike the victims of racial segregation, Communism, World War II, and 
Apartheid. 

But what does this all have to do with government? Wouldn't accepting a "cure" be an individual 
choice? 

As the price of such a surgery or other treatment will drop, insurance companies and socialized 
medicine would begin to force this treatment on the mentally handicapped without their consent. 
(One surgery, or thousands of dollars worth of prescription drugs and counseling?) There is too 
much money to save when an illness is no longer chronic. 

As the government has the sole power to force such a treatment (through directives to programs like 
Medicare and Medicaid), and to permit or deny private industry to force such a treatment (through 
regulation of the insurance companies), there is a major conflict of interest, and all public (and 
hopefully private) funding of these mental, cognitive, and retardation "cure" groups should 
immediately stop.

How Old Is Sen. Jay Rockefeller's TV Set?

2010-11-19 3:10:51 PM

Fox News on another attempt by Democrats to shut it down [link] , with Congress being so 
desperate that they are now ignoring the existence of the remote control in their speeches: 

[Quotes: Sen. Rockefeller is tired of television debates on Fox and MSNBC, and feels like shutting 
it all down.]

(via Repeal the 17th Amendment Blog [link] ) 



[Title of the article/image]

2010-11-19 10:52:19 PM

This [link to page] has been in my bookmarks for who-knows-how-long:

[Embedded image – Collage of defaced George Washington portraits on $1 bills, in which George 
Washington is made to look like a variety of celebrities, criminals, terrorists, rock stars,  
superheroes, and other well-known figures.]

[Innuendo-laden statement by fortune-telling carniv al machine]

2010-11-20 3:52:50 PM

[Embedded video – A man puts money into a carnival fortune-teller machine. "Zoltar" says an 
innuendo-laden statement, leading up to asking for more money in a goofy manner (typical of these 
machines). A fortune ticket pops out, and the man sarcastically states that he will read the ticket  
later.]

Great rendition of one of my two favorite 80s songs ...

2010-11-20 11:43:18 PM

[Embedded video: Jazzy live performance of the song "Sentimental Street" by Night Ranger in  
2010.]

schtuf...

2010-11-21 6:55:00 PM

i'm about to sell all these crappy cds i never liked as a kid on ebay. in order to test them for sale, so 
far i've listened to 4 of the 7 and have decided to keep 3. at the time i had a lot of bitterness at 
grunge & alt-rock bands "selling out" in the late 90s-turn of the century, going softer and more 
mainstream, with "positive" lyrics and drum tracks, only to disappear forever soon afterward. i still 
havent fully recovered from this issue. but some of these cds i ignored were just me generalizing in 
my anger. 

several weeks ago i saw a ufo on rt 17, one of those infamous hudson valley ones [link to page with 
more info] which were big in the early 80s. my childhood dream was to someday see a ufo. at age 
26 i finally did. 

here is some more original material 4 u guyz (to use the teenage txting lingo): 



A beautiful Pufferfish came before her. Every spike he had had a colorful light bulb attached, linked 
together like those archaic, dangerous Christmas lights, but with much more shades and was very 
very bright.
"Who are you?" the girl asked. 
"I am Gray, the Red Herring" 
"Hmmm" thought the girl. "But Gray, you are only part red and part gray, and you are a pufferfish, 
not a herring." 
"That is why I am a Red Herring, and not a Rainbow Pufferfish."
"Why are you here, Gray?" asked the girl. 
"Because I am a Red Herring!" 
"Can you lead me home? I don't want to stay in this mysterious lake of strange sea creatures 
anymore." 
"I apologize, but Red Herrings cannot bring people home."
"Then who will?" asked the girl, getting worried. 
"Not a Red Herring!" 

Awesome Sunset Photos

2010-11-23 5:31:10 PM

Taken from my home in Dingman Township, Milford, PA. 

These photos are dedicated to the public domain according to CC0 1.0 Universal [link] .

[This book contains 300x300 scaled-down versions of the original images. 300x300 was also the 
size of the visible images on the page, and clicking on these scaled-down versions brought up the 
full-sized images.]

Sorry they're a bit grainy, something must have been set up wrong, that camera's setup confuses me 
sometimes, and I was in a rush taking them (and the sun has since set so it's too late to do it again). 



Photo #1 (flash was on): 



Photo #2: 



Survivor Copying Motley Crue

2010-11-23 6:56:46 PM

[Embedded video: "She's a Star" by Survivor]

Obama on Unnecessary Insurance-Encouraged Tonsilect omies

2010-11-23 7:05:18 PM

A few days after my post on autism funding [Link to November 11, 2010 blog post entitled 
"Thoughts on funding of 'cures' for psychiatric illnesses", available in this book] comes this: 

[Embedded video: Barack Obama discusses tonsilectomies which are not always necessary but are 
encouraged by health insurance providers for profitability purposes.]

(Via ObamacareFail [link] ) 

thanksgiving...

2010-11-25 7:02:20 PM

went to sleep early morning and set my alarm for noon. went back to sleep a while. didnt eat much, 
was full. i had a little bit of food later on but was full again when the pies came along. i had some 
gingerbread cookies and a chocolate mint candy. now i'm really full. got the eye doctor tomorrow, 
first time in a few years. 

the aftermath...

2010-11-26 11:19:31 PM

...my stomach's been weird all day. no matter what i ate or drank or medicine i took it didnt make a 
difference. and i barely ate this thanksgiving. hopefully it'll be fine by the hockey game tomorrow 
night [Link to official page of the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton Penguins, a minor league hockey team. 
My family and my mother's friends often go to their games]. we got some nice comps from mickey 
d's. 

i saw the eye doctor today and put on order anti-glare-coated polycarbonate lenses, along with new 
frames to replace my falling apart ones. all together (the appointment, the stuff i bought, and a 
warranty) everything was just over $300. tons more than i usually spend on the eye doctor, and i've 
never had the polycarbonate before, but it's worth buying the best just in case i can't afford an 
appointment/glasses for the next few years. you never know these days... 



also went to a friend's house. it was for her daughter's engagement party which ended when we 
thought it began, but they invited us over being the nice people they are. 

hanging out in dalnet [link]  right now and will probably go to bed soon, been a long day. later 

wow...

2010-11-26 11:31:51 PM

like a spammer tornado or something

Just gets worse and worse...what will the governmen t mess with next?

2010-11-29 9:14:10 PM

From San Francisco Gate [link]  via Lew Rockwell of all places [link] :

[Quotes from article: Mark Ruffalo, an actor who organized screenings for the documentary 
Gasland (which showcased towns and homes polluted and poisoned by a natural gas drilling 
procedure called "fracking") was put on a terrorist advisory list.]

Lew Rockwell's David Kramer adds [link] : 

[Kramer highlights the Democratic Party's supposed support for environmentalism and 
environmental activism, and points out that "big business" is not specific to the Republican Party.]

Assange 'rape' accuser linked to CIA

2010-12-07 7:28:54 PM

Here's a news article [link]  for all those who were stupid enough to believe them: 

[Quotes – Anna Ardin, one of the women accusing Julian Assange of rape, had worked for an anti-
Castro CIA-connected feminist group called Las Damas De Blanco.]

Julian Assange is the desperately-needed Martin Luther of this century and nobody should get in his 
way.



Media 1.0 Lies Again

2010-12-10 2:37:42 PM

I used several of the sites that were supposedly "shut down" by Anonymous during the day 
yesterday. Fox News the next day claimed that these sites had been shut down or rendered useless. I 
used them just fine. In fact, I tried the same sites that same evening and at 12-1 AM and all these 
sites were OK and working.

Working On A Christmas Present For You...

2010-12-11 1:08:07 PM

...Stay Tuned.

Your Christmas Present Has Arrived!

2010-12-13 11:48:59 PM

Some time ago I began work on something called "The Fly Papers". "The Fly Papers" are e-books 
consisting of the contents of this blog, with all copyrighted content removed and replaced with 
summaries when needed. 

Volume I (All of 2009) has been completed and uploaded to the Internet Archive. It covers X-Cop 
Fly Company posts made in 2009, including posts from the short-lived Azz Pizz Institute blog. The 
e-book is dedicated to the public domain according to the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal 
Public Domain Dedication. It is available at the Internet Archive in PDF, plain text, Kindle, and 
other formats. 

Read/download Volume I at the Internet Archive [link]

OpenBSD Backdoor: Can Anyone Escape Impurity?

2010-12-15 2:57:20 PM

I had held for a long time that OpenBSD was the best, not only for security reasons, but to escape 
corporate and government influence. Unlike Linux and FreeBSD, which have involvement and 
sponsorship by the NSA, other government agencies & contractors, and large multinational 
corporations, with built in "remote attestation" and "optional" built-in support for hardware DRM 
via the "Fritz chip", OpenBSD is sponsored by smaller companies, relies on sales for funding, is a 
Canadian product which can be imported into the US but not exported, and contains no US 
government involvement. 



Or does it? 

A whistleblower came forth and stated in a private e-mail, which OpenBSD leader Theo de Raadt 
published to encourage auditing and removing of the offending code:

[Quotes from e-mail: Covert FBI developers had secretly placed backdoors into OpenBSD. In  
addition, an FBI-paid author had been advocating use of OpenBSD.]

You can read the OpenBSD mailing list post here [link] . A less technical, easier-to-understand 
article is available on Hacking Expose [link] . 

I apologize to every reader of my blog for saying that OpenBSD was free of corporate and 
government taint. I also applaud Theo de Raadt's publication of this whistleblowing, and hope that 
it will not only clean up BSD variants, but finally wake up the open-source sheep that 
unconditionally support every product, decision, and action connected to the Linux kernel team, the 
Free Software Foundation, and Google and get some serious reform done.

I'd love to see a new open-source OS in which: 

• Donations from active developers only - all external funding is refused.
• BSD or similar permissive licensing is used, so that one will be free of the moneyed Free 

Software Foundation's management decisions regarding future license versions. Even if "or 
at your option, any later version published by the Free Software Foundation" is taken out of 
the default template, changes in treaty and law (the reason for the GPLv3) would render the 
project legally stuck and thus still subject to the FSF's management. 

• In order to join the official development team, developers must sign a contract, swearing 
under penalty of perjury that they are not acting in the interest or on the payrolls of 
multinational corporations, tax-deductible nonprofits, governments and/or espionage. To 
counteract other distributions and operating systems which exploit the permissive licensing 
to engage in digital rights management or secret backdoors, the developers would 
"authorize" uses of the code which are "pure" and "free of corrupt influence". If needed, the 
3-clause "New BSD License" rather than the 2-clause "Simplified BSD License" could be 
used to prevent fraudulent endorsements. 

Until then, assume every operating system and every distribution has been tampered with by the 
moneyed and powerful.

[portion of article title]   - Great Mises Institute article on Wikileaks  

2010-12-15 5:43:46 PM

Quotes from [article title]  by Jonathan M. Finegold Catalan: 

[Discusses the multijurisdictional, anarchistic, borderless nature of the Internet, and how 
governments and copyright holders have become inept in controlling the distribution of  
information, including information which makes them look bad and criminal, as with Wikileaks.]

Read the full article [link]



From now on, original content ONLY

2010-12-20 2:58:18 PM

You can check out my politics on USENET, currently under the fake e-mail 
"penachew@yomomma.hot" [link to Google Groups – newsgroup posts under this e-mail address] 
and formerly "penachew@yomomma.hot.invalid"  [link to Google Groups – newsgroup posts 
under this e-mail address]

Political buttons will still remain on the side, but this blog will contain various stuff like poems, 
short stories, photos, art, etc (like my short story about the Red Herring [link to November 21, 2010 
blog article entitled "schtuf...", available in this book]). 

Merry Christmas!

2010-12-24 4:25:32 PM

Hope everyone has a good Christmas tomorrow. I plan on posting a poem here soon. 

I've already begun work on Volume II of the Fly Papers, which will contain January through June 
2010. 

Again, Merry Christmas!



college winter games

2010-12-26 1:21:03 AM

"college winter games" 

time to pack my books 
another semester's done 
lots of hope ahead 
don't be late, let's go! 

it's the college winter games 
skating, sledding, skiing 
snowboarding, hockey on the ice 
lots of fun to be had! 

but the skating rink is empty 
lost my tickets to the sledding 
and skiing's lost mine 
snowboarding's just too busy 
and hockey just don't care 

another crappy christmas 
another shitty new year 
terrible fucking snow 
spring is on its way 
i'll just have to wait for the summer games...

Now I can once again...

2010-12-26 10:04:19 PM

A long time ago 
I used to have blogs and made 
Heavy use of Vim 

But times they do change 
XHTML doctype
CSS and feeds 

But then I unearth 
A script to post to my blog 
By Romain Bignon 

Using "Blogit" now 
To see if I can post to 
xcopfly.com



The new year approaches...

2010-12-30 7:12:52 PM

The new year 2011 is approaching. I get a haircut tomorrow and then New Year's Eve begins. 2011 
will probably be an interesting year, unlike the past few years. Very excited about something next 
summer which marks a major change in my life. 

Christmas wasn't too annoying and hopefully winter won't last unusually long. And even if it doesn't 
summer vacation will probably be a lot better than last year. It still upsets me what happened last 
year. I don't remember what exactly it was but it upset a lot of us. But it turned out OK in the end 
thanks to a great and selfless act by someone I selflessly love. 

Now I'm suddenly really upset. I was really happy when I was writing this and have totally gotten 
upset now because I remembered that whole day and how much I was hurt. This was months ago 
and I barely remember it and was not a major problem. Yet now my mind is living what I do 
remember again. I'm gonna go try something to take my mind off it. Later
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